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1. Body morphometrics and wing kinematics
Introduction
Stroke kinematic patterns in flies are not constant but vary during manoeuvring flight. Studies on wing
kinematics in freely flying fruit flies, for example, show that flies dynamically adjust wing kinematics to
control all axes of rotation and thus yaw, pitch, and roll moments [1-3]. The kinematic modifications are
mostly small but pronounced during more extreme manoeuvres such as take-off behaviour and
saccadic flight turns [3-5]. Kinematic changes in Diptera are largely due to changes in neural activity of
flight steering muscles that modify the transmission of power from asynchronous flight muscles to the
wings [6-8]. Tethered flight studies have shown that the activity of basalar and axillary steering
muscles are correlated with distinct changes in downstroke deviation angles and stroke plane. In
Calliphora vicina, for example, co-activation of sternobasalar muscle M.b2 and a phase advance of first
basalare M.b1 converts a figure-8 into an O-shaped wing tip trajectory pattern [9]. Similar kinematic
alterations are also reported by previous studies on tethered flying Phormia regina [10].
As wing kinematics is not a constant, there is not a single kinematic pattern that characterizes flight in
a fly per se. All numerical simulations that use repetitive stroke kinematics are limited in this respect
and thus highlight only a fraction of all possible flow conditions and forces during flight. It is evident that
modifications in wing kinematics change flow structures at flapping wings and in the wake, and thus
the production of forces and moments. Nevertheless, we should consider all kinematic patterns within
the kinematic envelope of a fly as a valid input for numerical and physical modelling of fly flight
aerodynamics.
One aim of the present study is to demonstrate how lift capacity of corrugated and cambered wings
depends on Reynolds number and thus size scaling. To compare differently-sized flies, it is necessary
to use the same kinematic pattern for all tested species. Otherwise the measured differences may
result from differences in wing kinematics rather than from changes in Reynolds number. According to
previously measured stroke kinematics, stroke plane angles and maximum flight speeds, we generated
a kinematic pattern for modelling that incorporates all typical kinematic features found in the three
tested fly species (Table S1).

Stroke frequency, stroke amplitude, timing of wing rotation, and angle of attack
During tethered flight conditions, mean stroke frequency in Calliphora varies between ~127 Hz and
~180 Hz (mean ~158 Hz, [11]) and between ~120 Hz and ~160 Hz [9, 12]. In free flight, these
frequencies range from ~117 Hz to ~158 Hz [13]. In Musca and Drosophila, studies on free flight
performance reported stroke frequencies from ~147 Hz to ~170 Hz [14] and ~131 Hz to ~201 Hz [1,
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15-16], respectively. Stroke amplitude considerably varies in flies, ranging from ~123° to ~160° in
Calliphora , ~85° to ~140° in Musca [14] and ~136° to ~180° in tethered and freely flying Drosophila [2,
13, 17-18]. We used a mean value of 135° amplitude (Table S1).
We adopted the timing of wing rotation at the stroke reversals (0.22 stroke cycle) from previous
measurements on Calliphora wing flapping at tethered flight conditions [19]. Rotational timing in freely
manoeuvring Drosophila is similar and amounts to approximately 0.24 stroke cycle [2]. The wings'
geometrical angle of attack (AoA) changes throughout the stroke cycle and depending on flight
manoeuvres [3, 16-17]. Under tethered and free flight conditions, midstroke AoA in flies is typically
higher during the downstroke than the upstroke [3-4]. Physical models mimicking fly flight used angles
up to 45° during up- and downstroke [4-5, 20]. In the present study we adopted angles of attack from a
previous study on elastic energy storage in flapping Calliphora wings [19], i.e. 40° during the
downstroke and 20° during the upstroke.

Stroke plane
In our simulation, stroke plane was tilted nose-down (-20°) with respect to the horizontal for the
following reason. In flies, mean flight force vector is orientated approximately normal to the wing's
stroke plane [3, 21-22]. Thus, during forward flight, the stroke plane is typically tilted nose-down to
allow thrust generation (Fig. 1). As Drosophila and Musca exhibit little change in mean stroke plane
angle with respect to the longitudinal body axis (Drosophila, 24° vector orientation [23]), these species
control the ratio between lift and thrust by changing their body inclination angle with respect to the
horizontal [24]. A recent free flight study on Drosophila shows that the latter angle varies between ~20°
and ~80° during manoeuvring flight and 40° and ~50° during forward flight [25]. At the latter body
orientation, the fly's stroke plane is tilted nose-down by ~-20° with respect to the horizontal. We
evaluated this value in freely flying Musca domestica using high-speed videography. We found an ~30°
(nose-up) body inclination angle between the longitudinal body axis and the horizontal and ~30° - ~60°
angle between longitudinal body axis and stroke plane. These values convert to ~-5° - ~-30° stroke
plane angle with respect to the horizontal. In Calliphora, the stroke plane is tilted nose-down by ~-41.5°
±7° with respect to the longitudinal body axis [9]. As the longitudinal body axis is only aligned with the
horizontal at maximum forward speed, stroke plane angle should be less at flight speeds below
maximum. We evaluated this assumption by freely flying Calliphora vomitoria and measured stroke
plane angle and forward speed at single wing strokes (N=6 flight sequences, n=28 stroke cycles). At a
flight speed of 0.26 ms-1 (median; 0.05 ms-1 minimum speed, 0.69 ms-1 maximum speed), body
inclination with respect to the horizontal is ~25° - ~30° (nose up) and the angle between stroke plane
and body longitudinal axis is ~45° - ~50°. Stroke plane angles with respect to the horizontal thus range
from ~-40° (nose down) to ~31° (nose up). Median was ~-19°. According to the above results, we thus
used a stroke plane angle of -20° for all tested species.

Simulated free stream velocity
While Drosophila is capable of hovering flight, the two larger species typically require some head wind
for body weight support. To attribute flight force production to wing design and not to kinematics, we
derived forward speed (free stream velocity u  ) from wing tip velocity using a constant ratio of 0.2
(Table S1). This constant was derived from a study that scored maximum flight capacity in flies [25].
The study showed that freely flying Drosophila achieve maximum optomotor compensation in response
to a moving visual environment at ~0.47 ms-1 forward velocity. This value corresponds to ~20% mean
wing tip velocity during flapping motion (Table S1) and to ~50% maximum flight speed in Drosophila
[25].
Maximum forward flight speed for Musca is 2.0 - 2.3 ms-1 and for Calliphora 2.7 ms-1 [26]. This
converts to 1.0 - 1.15 ms-1 and 1.35 ms-1 half maximum speed, respectively. The latter value was also
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found in a study on the typical flight cruising speed of freely flying Calliphora, i.e. 1.2 - 1.4 ms-1 [27].
Similar to Drosophila, 50% maximum flight speed in Musca and Calliphora is equal to a ~0.2 ratio
between wing tip velocity and forward speed. Altogether, the above data suggest the ratio between
wing tip velocity and maximum horizontal speed is similar in all tested species and thus independent of
body size. Moreover, measurements in freely flying Calliphora have shown that ~50% maximum speed
is used most frequently during flight [27]. Noteworthy, free stream velocity in the computational domain
was constant throughout the simulation for all tested species.
Remaining values for the three species such as body weight were adopted from a previous study on
insect wing shape [28], and wing length and chord from our CT measurements. The position of the
wing’s rotational axis in Drosophila was the line between wing root and tip [29], a line 0.21 wing chord
behind the leading edge in Musca [14], and a line 0.286 mean wing chord behind the leading edge in
Calliphora (Fig. 2) [19].
Conventional Reynolds number Re for wing motion is typically calculated during hovering flight
conditions. As the models were tested at forward speed, we included cruising speed u  and calculated
cruising flight Reynolds number Re  from mean wing tip velocity utip, mean chord width cm, and
kinematic viscosity of air air. (15.43 x10-6 m2s-1) as,

(eq. S1)

1
.
Re  ( utip  u )cm air

In equation S1, wing velocity utip was calculated as 2nR with the wing's stroke amplitude, n the
stroke frequency and R the wing length (Table S1).
Table S1. Parameters used in the computational fluid dynamics simulation. Data are taken from our CT
1)
2)
3)
measurements and the literature. , adopted from [1, 16, 30]; adopted from [14] and own measurements; ,
adopted from [9, 11-13, 19]; 4), CT measurements from this study; 5), adopted from [28]; 6), see text.
Drosophila

Musca

210

170

1503)

Stroke amplitude  (degrees)

1353)

1353)

1353)

40up/20down

3)

2)

Calliphora

Stroke frequency n (Hz)

Angle of attack at midstroke (degree)

1)

40up/20down

3)

40up/20down

Timing of wing rotation (cycle time)

0.223)

0.223)

0.223)

Wing length R (mm)

2.374)

6.424)

9.764)

Mean wing chord cm (mm)

0.744)

2.234)

3.024)

Body mass m (mg)

1.25)

17.95)

59.35)

Wing tip velocity utip (ms-1)

2.35

5.14

6.90

Hovering flight Reynolds number Re

114

743

1352

Cruising flight Reynolds number Re 

137

892

1623

Free stream velocity u  (ms-1)

0.47

1.03

1.38

Cut-off wing thickness hw (m)

286)

756)

1146)

3)

Geometric similarity of wings
Wing shape differs slightly among individuals of the three tested species. To estimate the variance of
wing shape, corrugation and camber, we quantified geometric variance in 53 wings of the three
species using an optical profilometer (VR-3000, Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan) [28]. To evaluate
shape variance, we scored height z of the dorsal surface as a function of the in-plane coordinates x
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and y, selected 4 characteristic points on each wing (Fig. S1), measured 4 distances between these
points and normalized to wing size using an isometric scaling factor S, i.e.,
S

l1,2 / L1,2  l1,3 / L1,3  l 2,3 / L2,3  l 2,4 / L2,4
4

,

(eq. S2)

with Li,ii the mean distance between point i and ii of all tested wings und li,ii the distances between
points on the wing used in the simulation (Table S2, Fig. S1).
Table S2. Wing shape analysis. Normalised distances between points 1-4 (see Fig. S1). Means ±standard
deviation; N, number of tested wings.
N

L1,2 (m)

L1,3 (m)

L2,3 (m)

L2,4 (m)

Drosophila

16

1600 ±43

1102 ±23

813 ±31

946 ±32

Musca

18

3619 ±88

2666 ±69

2609 ±88

5039 ±146

Calliphora

19

4142 ±119

3221 ±119

4079 ±108

7561 ±175

Variability of wing contour is shown in figure S2. For this analysis, we calculated the outer contour of
CT-scanned wing as used in the simulation (Fig. S2, red), and the median (Fig. S2, blue) and
quantiles (0.25, 0.75; Fig. S2, grey) of wings scanned with the optical profilometer. We found only
small differences in wing shape in all species. Variability is largest at the position of alula and wing
hinge that mainly results from different amounts of wax used for wing fixation. We also computed
variance of wing roughness scoring mean wing height z(x,y). These data are shown in figure 1e-g of
the main text.

Figure S1. Characteristic points for shape analysis. Four points are selected to score wing shape in the three
species (a) Drosophila, (b) Musca, and (c) Calliphora.

Figure S2. Variability of wing contour. Figure shows the contour of wings used in the simulations (red), the
median contour of all tested wings of a species (blue), and 0.25 and 0.75 quantiles (grey shaded area). (a)
Drosophila, N=16 wings; (b) Musca; N=18 wings; (c) Calliphora, N=19 wings.
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2. Numerical setup
Our numerical code simulates a root flapping wing, using positional (ϕ), feathering (α) and deviation (θ)
angles. The definition of kinematic angles follows a previously published study on bumble bee
aerodynamics [31] and differs from definitions used in other insect flight studies, such as a study on
wing elasticity in blowflies [19]. For non-flat wings, we defined wing position within its frame of
reference, i.e. for ϕ, α, and θ equal to zero. This was achieved by manually defining a point of rotation
at the wing base and computing a plane with smallest least mean square error to all surface points
(bilinear regression). We assumed the same kinematics in both wings and thus simulated only the right
wing.

Figure S3. Global frame of reference for simulation. If not stated otherwise, stroke plane is tilted and free
stream flow is horizontal during the numerical simulation.

3. Decomposition of wing structures
To separate camber from corrugation, we defined wing surface as a function z i (x ) with x   w  ℝ2
for both the ventral (“bottom”) and dorsal (“top”) surfaces. Our definition formally excludes topologies
like cavities and wing folding because in those cases z i is not unique for a given x . For thin,
corrugated wings, this assumption is justified and did not introduce geometrical errors. We calculated
the wing midplane zw ( x )  21 ( ztop  z bottom ) from the sum of dorsal and ventral surfaces and the local
thickness h( x )  z top  z bottom from the difference of both measures.
The aim of the following procedure was to decompose zw into contributions from camber and
corrugation. We defined corrugation z corr as the high wave number part of zw, while the remainder of
the complementary low-pass filter is wing camber zcam . The filter was selected according to the
Fourier-spectrum of the wing surface (Fig. 2). The variable zw (x ) is not suitable for conventional filters
because it is only defined for  w , which is a complex topology. To allow numerical filtering, we thus
2
embedded zw (x ) into the two dimensional periodic torus TT2 and smoothly extended it to T
T \ w . The
extension was performed by solving a diffusion problem with the original data imposed as Dirichlet
boundary condition. This was achieved by an iterative process that alternated between diffusing z and
overwriting it in  w by the original data (Fig. S4).
Filtering was performed in Fourier space, i.e. we first computed zˆ(k )  ℱ(z) using the fast Fourier
transform (FFT). The filter kernel for corrugation was defined as:



g ( k )  exp  k x  C x 2  k y  C y 2

 2Q  ,
2

(eq. S3)

with k i  ℕ, 0  k i  Ni . The filter parameter Q was set to 10, derived from the FFT energy spectrum
E(k) of the natural wing. The energy spectrum is:
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E (k ) 

1
2

 zˆ

w (k )
k  21  k  k  21

2

.

(eq. S4)

Within the energy spectrum, we identified two different slopes associated to camber and corrugation
(Fig. 2d). The filter separated both contributions, i.e. C i  21 N i .
Eventually, corrugation is equal to:
z corr  ℱ 1 gzˆ 

(eq. S5)

and camber is:
z cam  ℱ 1 1  g zˆ  .

(eq. S6)

Figure S4. Decomposition of z in curvature and corrugation. (a) The original data (natural) were first
embedded in a 2D torus. (b) We applied a smooth extension to solve the diffusion problem with Dirichlet boundary
condition at the wing edges. The smoothed data were (c) high-pass and (d) low-pass filtered. The original data in
a was used as a mask function to obtain (e) corrugation and (f) curvature of the wing.

4. Wing elasticity and fluid-structure-interaction
In our study, we tested the aerodynamic benefit of camber and corrugation and not the function of wing
elasticity and deformation. Our wings were scanned while hydrated and attached to the fly body. This
is different from many previous studies on insect wing aerodynamics and shows the wing free of
deformation owing to desiccation. Camber and corrugation should thus be considered as “natural at
rest”, at which the wing does not face any inertial or aerodynamic forces. Although adding wing
flexibility or using predescribed kinematics may change the distribution and magnitude of inertial and
aerodynamic forces, it would contribute little to our main question.
It is evident that wing deformation and alterations in wing kinematics change air flows and thus forces
and moments. In an insect both parameters continuously vary throughout the stroke cycle and in
response to external forces and sensorimotor control. In this light, all numerical studies on flapping
flight are limited in one or the other way because they reduce the number of parameters that are
considered in a simulation. Although we recognise the significance of wing deformation, our approach
follows the approaches of multiple comparable studies that were previously published on the effect of
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corrugation in rigid wings, such as dragonfly [32-40], bumblebee [41-42], locust [43] and fruit fly wings
[44].
By contrast, fluid-structure-interaction (FSI) models are typically used for testing flexibility and
deformation in simple elastic wing models [45-47]. A compromise between FSI modelling and rigid
wing analysis is the use of predescribed changes in wing deformation during flapping for simulation
without using FSI modelling [48-53]. Strictly speaking these wing deformations are only valid for flow
conditions at one specific flight condition and kinematic pattern. Moreover, as wake structure depends
not only on the actual wing stroke but also on previous stroke cycles (wake history), the latter approach
is also limited that is similar to rigid wing analyses.

5. Power estimation and efficiency
Muscle mass-specific aerodynamic power requirements for wing flapping was derived from
instantaneous local forces F (Fx, Fy, Fz) and wing velocity u (ux, uy, uz), divided by the fly’s flight muscle
mass mmuscle [54-55]. The latter parameter was approximated by 31 body mass (Table S1). Massspecific power P*aero equals to:



*
1
Paero
 mmuscle
u dF

.

(eq. S7)

Figure-of-merit for an entire stroke cycle equals Rankine-Froude efficiency ηRF and was calculated
from the mass-specific theoretical minimum of induced power requirements for flight, i.e.:
 FZ 
*
1


 FZ mmuscle
Pind
 2 A0 

0.5

,

(eq. S8)

with A0 the idealized actuator disk,  the air density, and Fz the vertical force in the global frame of
reference. Area A0 swept by one flapping wing equals to the circular sector 0.5R2, with  the stroke
amplitude and R the wing length. Rankine - Froude efficiency  is,

 


*
Pind
.
*
Paero

(eq. S9)

Figure S5. Wing kinematics used for simulations in figures 6 and 7. Stroke plane is horizontal and the wing’s
angle of attack during the upstroke is equal to the angle during the downstroke. ’, the wing’s morphological angle
of attack.
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6. Wing kinematics used for Rakine-Froude efficiency estimation
The simulation data shown in figures 6 and 7 result from a simplified kinematic pattern, in which we
removed stroke plane inclination and free stream flow, and angle of attack was equal during up- and
downstroke (Fig. S5). This simulation is similar to hovering flight conditions. Other kinematic
parameters were adopted from the simulations as shown in figure 1 and morphological parameters
from Calliphora (Table S1). We also reduced grid resolution to 452 million grid points (7683 points) to
speed up the computations. Angle of attack ranged from 0° to 90° and was increased in increments of
10°. At 0° (90°) angle of attack, the wing rotated 180° (0°) at the stroke reversals but was horizontal
(vertical) during the translation phase (Fig. S5).

Figure S6. Vertical and horizontal forces, and aerodynamic power requirements produced by natural
wings of (a-c) Drosophila and (d-f) Musca. F*vertical, instantaneous body-mass specific vertical force in the global
frame of reference; F*horizontal, instantaneous body-mass specific horizontal force equal to thrust; P*aero,
instantaneous flight muscle mass-specific aerodynamic power. Red, natural wing; blue, cambered wing; green,
corrugated wing; orange, flat wing.
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7. Time evolution of forces and aerodynamic power
Instantaneous vertical and horizontal forces, and aerodynamic power requirements for wing flapping
were rather similar in all fly species. Thus, in the main text we only show the time evolution for wings of
Calliphora. The corresponding traces for Drosophila and Musca are shown in figure S6. In contrast to
Musca and Calliphora, wing models of Drosophila did not produce sufficient lift to fully compensate
body weight. These differences may result from various factors, such as wing shape, location of the
rotational axis, and also Reynolds number.
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